“Grab This Little Known Tool To Get Maximum
Results From Your Email Marketing –
Obliterating All Barriers To Your Campaign And
Reeling In The Cash!”
Dear Entrepreneur,
Do you grind your teeth with frustration when you get messages that your
email sales letter has bounced?
Are you depressed and tired of spending loads of time unraveling blacklisting
issues?
Have you ever been embarrassed by an expensive email campaign that had
poor results?
Let’s face it, if you don’t have a high-octane email marketing campaign, then
you really can’t expect to do much business online. If you are using email,
you can bet there will be barriers in the way to your undertaking.
The Death of a Business
George made a big mistake. Several days ago, he purchased an email list
from a “reputable” seller. He was told that this list was verified and that it
was targeted specifically to his market. He paid over $1000 for the list, and
because the fee was rather large, he thought it was high quality, and very
focused.
No sooner had he started using the list in his sales campaign, George got a
rather distressing notification; he was being banned by his Internet
Service Provider (ISP) because his email had been caught by a
spamtrap. Because the spamtrap was a fake email address used by a
verification company, he was reported to his ISP.
Now, George’s campaign was dead in the water. Not only that, he was out
$1000 on a bogus email list!
George’s story isn’t unique, it happens to thousands of email marketers
yearly. Not only that, email marketers encounter many other problems such
as email bounces, duplicates and in severe cases, blacklisting.

The bottom line ― if you are a serious online marketer, you have to
take every precaution to protect your campaigns and reputation.
An Arsenal of Tools to Protect You
That’s where we come in. MyCleanList.com is a data cleaning service that
helps marketers maintain and keep their email lists clean.
Our service is ideal for any high-volume email business that must protect
itself from the risks inherit to electronic mail marketing.
When you use MyCleanList.com, you’ll get:
 Our Ultimate Email Cleansing – We’ll remove duplicates and
syntax errors as well as improperly formatted email addresses
to make sure your list is clean and more effective

 Using Our Keyword Cleanse ― words like “spam”, “abuse”, and “junk”
will be wiped from the list so you won’t lose money sending wasted
email to junk addresses
 Our Bounce Guardian System is a massive list of hard bounces
that reduces the amount email wasted on rejections that you
usually have to pay for
 With our Protestor’s Protection Alert we can compare our complaint
files with those email lists that have sent a request for removal which
will protect you from prospects that are risky businesses to send to
 You’ll benefit from the Spamtrap Eliminator ― getting rid of
emails listed with businesses like Spamhaus, Spamcop and
Hoaxslayer so that your reputation is protected.
 The valuable Throwaway Cleaner will save your company loads of
money by eliminating all temporary and throwaway email addresses
and wiping them from your database
Our Service is Your Solution
Let’s face it, email is a very powerful way to market your business. In fact,
approximately 68% of businesses online have made sales transactions using
email campaigns!

Due to the success of this marketing monster, there have been abuses that’s
forced the government and other agencies to begin regulating it. Therefore,
it is paramount that you protect yourself by enlisting our Premium
Services
The wealth a campaign like this can bring to your business has been proven
time and again, providing it has been done right. When you consider the
amount of cash that you’d be saving from bounced email alone, our services
will be a huge financial value to your company.
MyCleanList.com will give you a secure, spam-free way of delivering your
message to your targeted audience.
Our Premium Services Include:


Email List Cleaning – We’ll remove bounces, spamtrap
addresses, duplicates and non-interested parties automatically
saving you money



Top-Value Cleaning Service ― Even though our service is top quality,
you won’t break the bank contracting us



Fast Cleansing Process ―Our Premium Service is automatic and
so swift it’ll make your head spin! You won’t waste time
waiting for us to get the ball rolling



95%+ Accurate Result ― You can rest assured that we are doing our
job of protecting your businesses reputation by filtering out all
unwanted email addresses



24 Hour Support ― You can call us anytime for help, we won’t
leave you hanging



Multiple Options Features – We will also support you by
providing Multiple Column Support and Multiple Files
Submissions. These options are for hard-core marketers that
have more than one business online and need back-up for more
than one campaign

Can You Afford to Ignore This Menace?
Think for a moment. Are you the type of entrepreneur that can afford to
ignore the hazards involved with an email campaign? Wouldn’t you rather
score big-time out of the starting gate, rather than get tangled with glitches
you really don’t have time for?

For the price of a dinner for 2, you can have industry-standard
technology that’ll service 50,000 emails a month. You’ll have peace of mind
knowing that your online venture isn’t banned or plagued with issues that
other entrepreneurs are facing.

Start Right Now to Get Maximum Protection
There is no better time to get on board and protect yourself and your
business ― take action now, click the link below to select the best plan for
your business.

